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Dear Students:

At the recent Student Association Election Coffee Hour, several of the candidates, some of whom have now been elected, openly denied the existence of racism on Marian's campus. I have not as yet voiced any opinions on this issue, but after being a first hand witness to these statements, I feel that it is necessary to reopen this case because there's still a lot to be said. And if many more of Marian's students and faculty share this naive opinion evidently very little, if any, of the informative opinions expressed in previous Carbon issues have been heard.

We live in what has been called "the affluent society" where the Black man has been the unwilling recipient of the waste products of this affluence - mainly poverty and hunger. Whites have had four centuries of "hate conditioning" with the object of hate being the same as it is (con't. from col. 1)

now - the Black man. So you're tired of hearing how we've been oppressed - you should have thought about that when it all started - you were the oppressor; you know.

Your guilt has been appeased by those few white liberals who've been working their asses off to help these poor, oppressed, ghetto dwellers - commonly called "niggers" - get off that welfare train and get on their feet because it's costing the government too much money. (That great "white" hope is hiding in the basement of the White house) - this even tells us whose government it is. The hate that has been conditioned into the white man's personality is embedded much too deep to be brushed aside as if it never existed.

"All men are created equal." That's what your forefathers told you and of course you believe it, you'll tell anyone that. But you don't tell them about the "understood" end of that phrase -"except blacks". You may not see it...
Dear Students:

As you all know this week colleges and universities across the country along with the press, television, and radio have tried to inform the public of air pollution, water pollution, and the trash litter that is threatening our environment.

In affiliation with the national S.M.U.T. (Students March Upon Trash) many Marian students are going to volunteer their time on Sat., May 2, from 10-5 to help clean-up certain areas. We hope to show the city and community that we are concerned students who are willing to act.

The mayor's office has agreed to give us all the trucks, equipment, and tools that we need. Also, the people in the neighborhoods where we will be working are going to be asked to join with us in cleaning up around their area. It is hoped this will show them that people do care about them and influence them to take a greater pride in keeping their areas clean.

I'd like to extend an invitation to all students to work on this day—the more students the better. This type of work can be fun when a group of hard-working, fun-loving students get together.

If you'd like to work this day or at least part of the day please sign the list in the information office before Monday morning, 10:00 a.m., April 27. I need to have a fairly accurate estimate so we can be assigned areas. If transportation is needed it can be provided. If you have any questions feel free to call Susan Menzel, 881-2969.

I am sure all who worked on the hill really enjoyed themselves.

To whom it may concern: I have been a member of W.R.A.P., The Disgusto Squad and other quasimilitaristic organizations, on this campus, and I wish at this time to disavow my membership in all those organizations.

It is because they have failed to see the true absurdity of life. It is because they continue to rely on quasi-rational means such as looting, bombing, rape and pillage. And because they fail to see that the only answer is the total extermination of all living beings that I must take this drastic step. It is because of this that I must declare war on all these organizations and their members. I know who you are and I am going to kill all of you before the cow jumps over the moon.

PREPARE TO DIE!!!

Mark Anthony

P.S. If you have ever gone to a party or if you are a teacher or an administrator you will know what I mean.

May 2, 1981

Susan Menzel, Sec.-Treas. Biology-Conservation Club

P.S. Thanks to all who helped clean-up Marian! I am sure all who worked on the hill really enjoyed themselves.

How To Fight Pollution

Once upon a half-moon, Orwell, Zamiati, and Huxley may have missed a point or two. So say ecologists in today's world. If man sits around and waits for 1984 it may not be as was ordered as was once thought.

For the past few years Ohio has been trying desperately to become New York City West. Full-page ads in the Wall Street Journal and tax benefits tell businesses what a great place Ohio is for industrial development. In June of last year the Cuyahoga River of Ohio caught on fire because of chemical waste caused by industry.

Other water sources in our country which are now reeking with waste are Lake Erie, Lake Michigan, The Potomac, and the Hudson just to name a few.

Pollution of our air may be causing even greater damage not just to fish and wildlife but to human beings as well. Some ecologists have proposed over 100 people died in New York City last year as a result of polluted air.

While I have no knowledge of becoming a member of the Earth Liberation Front, and the fact that I have perceived eating her heart out hoping "beautyAmerica" will catch on. What can one do with the 5.3 lbs. of garbage each American throws out daily? Well, by 1984 we may be compressing it for building blocks as is done experimentally in Japan.

So what can be done? Marian is now being introduced to ecology a.is Indianapolis in general on a large group level. During the last month of school National Clean-Up Week will occur. There will be sign-up lists, etc., from the usual quiet Scutus Hall. May 2 is the day.

Let us refer you to Susan Menzel's letter for the details. Sign up in the info office.

Save the world for 1984

With Flaming Heart, Snooky the Bear (in heat)

Women's Hours and Where They Went

Last weekend according to the Director of Student Activities, Mrs. L. Kolb, it became a very nasty thing for young women to be so rebellious as to sign out improperly or be late entering the hearth of Marian, Clare Hall. Threats of suspension loomed heavily upon the scene. Some young crazies tried to cure the situation by eliminating the source of frustration for the SS. The sign in cards were stolen. After the week-end the Clare Hall Reps. spoke to Student Services trying to find the sources of paranoia. You might say they asked what came first, the Colonel or the Kolb. However nothing on hours was really settled except "We'll wait for the new Dean."

However later this week, the Women Libbers got nasty again and elected nasty Mary Schuls president of Clare Hall for next year. Naturally Dean Pille sent a letter saying something nasty, for the new Pres only has a 2.47 acum., therefore is a "dumb broad" and inadequate for service.

The CARBON wonders what will happen if Clare Hall is declared defunct by Student Services. When asked about the situation Schuls said,
If we can't live in Clare, we'll all move to Student Services." Nasty, Nasty, Schuly Baby! The Carbon suggests that perhaps all girls of Clare should bring tents along with their curtains and bedspreads next year. Perhaps the boys of Doyle could also help out by taking in female boarders if Clare Hall is no longer feasible to the Dean.

A real community drive should emerge at Marian to aid these homeless females.

John Mahoney

There appears to be a major controversy building up on campus concerning the seating of Stacy Smith as NSA Coordinator of the Student Board. We have treated this case rather lightly and humorously in past issues and much to my surprise The Phoenix presented this controversial point of view in its most recent editorial. This makes me tend to believe that a great percentage of the student body is finding it most difficult to take the actions of Student Services and Administrators seriously or could it mean that the editorial staff of the Phoenix has been usurped by ideas of malcontent and dissatisfaction? Excuse me, judges, but have you always thought Mike Hohl as un-acceptable as Miller?

Well now you have your fool from The Phoenix and suppose you just can't communicate with radicals and objecters to the present status quo at Marian life would produce "anti" editorials.

Let's take a journey down rationale lane and examine the "Smith Case" and its related personalities. Ready?

The Student Board election ballet listed one name (Me, Miller) and two open spaces entitled 'write-in' presumably due to the fact that there were two unofficial candidates were seeking the same office as Miller. The unofficial candidates were known as Stacy Smith and Sara Greubel. Since elections are a perverted form of the Australian Ballet, I am at odds to explain the voting force which placed 209 unofficial x's before the name Stacy Smith, however, it appears the choice of 209 Students to represent them as N.S.A. Rep. At this point we have what can be termed the birth of the "Smith Case" (taken from the Pedke Case last we forget).

What I intend now to call simple the "Case" began because Dean Pille could not approve Smith. Why? Is it that any Write-in is not to be recognized? Me! Because if that is the case I would be your rep. to N.S.A. and that couldn't be tolerated.

So the disapproval was based on the fact that Smith had flunked out of this college once when he was a sophomore, but Smith retained his mistake remained out of school for a semester and then returned. He returned committed to pass and has maintained a high grade point average (over 2.5) since his mistake.

Since this is the reason for disapproval I wonder if Student Services has been watching Smith for some time, or if they delved into the records against tradition and are promoting Smith's one mistake at Marian for other reasons? I can't help but to make a comparison to the new famous Pedke Academic record that nearly cost him his job. If we even accept Smith's entire academic record his average is about a 2.0. Dave Haire, the now heartily disliked left-wing extremist, was allowed to run last year without the required 2.5.

I can't help but think that there are reasons not being made available for Smith's rejection, if there are I am sure they are too personal to discuss, right? Right on!

Yesterday the Student Board despite my criticisms offered a compromise to the administration. This being that they would open elections for N.S.A. rep. again allowing any one to run. As far as I know this is not acceptable - and that's okay with me.

If the Authorities will not compromise then the Student Board cannot compromise. The Board in this case must either stand firm or accept the mandate of Student Services.

Now here we have your basic opportunity to see whose school this is. I might add a question asked as early as 1964 by students considered dissidents at that time. I venture to say the problem is not Mr. Pille. My contact with the man has produced only favorable feelings. It is the jurisdiction of the office, is the question of "in loco parentis" or Student Services as opposed to Administrative Services.

Here I could expand to women's hours, social rules, etc. etc. I think I may after I steal some coffee in the Perc. No! I don't think I will.

Mike Miller

(con't. from page 1)

but it's as big and bright as the sun, But is it blinding you? No matter what you express to others, inside, maybe repressed so deeply that you've completely forgotten about it, you still feel superior to blacks. You just can't understand though what it's really all about.

All your lives you've been taught that you were the "best" - if not verbally - it was just understood and you had this whole god-dammed system to refer to as proof.

Many of you were "lucky" enough to grow up (do you think you really have?) without knowing that a black even looked like in person. (The stereotype of the BAD NIGGER LIVES ON.) You didn't have to face the problem because you didn't have one. But that was the past - now you're being confronted and you're too damned scared to face the facts, to admit there is a problem. Well there is, not only here but everywhere. Your people created this mess and are looking in the wrong places to try to remedy it. I thought there was hope on our generation, but now I'm not sure. I repeat it's very naive to deny a problem that is staring you dead in the face. Racism does exist - everywhere and because you are denying it, it won't go away. It's Here, Now - Dig it... Dig yourself...Think about it... This shit has to end somewhere.

A BLACK

(con't. from col. 1)

G. L. I. T. C., bar

BLOW-UP
FRIDAY - 9:00 P.M.